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A darkly comedic adventure befalls a lone black woman that takes a wrong turn, which leads to

murder, the Klan and a big sexy mountain man named Bodie. This short story first appeared in

Seduction; An Interracial Romance Anthology. Warning; graphic depictions include sex and

language of racism.
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I love Shaun and Bodie's story. I love how Pepper takes these perfectly imperfect characters and

throws even more problems at them. Shaun is brave yet vulnerable and Bodie is quiet brooder yet

fiercely loyal. I love the brave front that Shaun puts up and when she cried, I didn't think if her as a

whiny character, just a person with the world on her shoulders. At the end, I started not to hate

Derek as much as I had when he was first introduced. Call me naive, but the epilogue made me

wonder if their were more to these crazy men, who hated for no reason. Hopefully, Derek will

someday get a story and we can see how he grows.I just have in question: What is the saying, "a

month of Tuesdays" about? I have never heard that expression, but it was still hilarious!Thanks



Pepper! Keep up the good work!!

I would have enjoyed the story more if the Heroine wasn't such a bad attitude having irritant. I

LOATH Female MC's like that. Not all women behave that way just to feign toughness. The plot was

extremely predictable. I would have loved to learn more about the Hero's Background and why he

was so stoic. The small explanation the author gave wasn't enough to really delve into his psyche.

Then they sleep together in the woods - predictable, without protection or precaution - uber

predictable, pregnancy fleeing - super predictable. It seems the these romance books make the

Female Leads idiots. You KNOW you're not on ANY form of birth control!!! Why, I have NO earthly

idea! You're a grown woman. Having sex! I don't care how many months or years it's been. You

take birth control daily or you get your injections like clockwork! Period! If I'd known it would end in a

pregnancy I would have steered clear. I appreciate the authors that let you know UP FRONT that it's

about having sex and not using ANY form of common sense or contraception. So, kudos to those

authors!

Pepper Pace is one of my favorite romance writers...Even though this is a short story it does not

disappoint. It does not seem rushed. We are told enough about the characters to believe where they

are in the story. I'm satisfied. Never hesitant to read one of her stories. Never cookie cutter

storylines.

This was a very crazy, funny enjoyable story I was hooked from beginning to end. It was a short

read but a good one I loved Bodie and Shaun's story they were very good although towards the end

I wanted to shake Shaun for being so stubborn in the end. I can't wait to read the next installment of

this series!

This is a crazy ride of a short story. The love story is dark and light at the same time. It is a little bit

silly and a lot tender all at once.It is a bit fast paced and we could dwell in the HEA more but Pepper

Pace is a great writer and this is worth your time

This was a good read. Although some parts were hard to swallow. I was happy for Shaun and

Bodie. I still felt sad at the end bcz it hurts to know that some people really still view black people in

a very negative way. If it wasn't for Bodie poor Shaun would have never been heard from again.

Derrick had her tried and convicted for no other reason except she was black. Very sad



I don't know weather to laugh, shake my head, or cry. This book had me feeling all that and more. I

really enjoyed this book. I have read the other stories that happened on or around Cobb Hill, so

when I read the epilogue, I had a better appreciation for what happened at the end. It made me cry.

Pepper Pace is an amazing author

Awesome read! I really liked this story! I laughed and cheered for Shaun and Bodie the whole way!

A great short read. I will admit, I was a bit disappointed in the steamy scene. Ms. Pace normally

"shuts it down" with the sex scenes. BUT, the story is good and this is definitely worth having in your

Pepper Pace collection.#POSSIBLE SPOILER#I also like that Cobb Hill, Debbie and our beloved

Christopher was plugged, during the epilogue. Now, I'm a little sad that Ashley didn't meet Shaun

when she went to Cobb Hill/mountain.
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